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Section 1. System Overview
1.1 Unpacking the MultiSource Wireless Data Acquisition System
The System will include:
 MultiSource MS-1 Transceiver
 One(1) either 915 MHz or 866 MHz communication module
 MultiSource Interface Unit (MS-1 Interface)
o USB
o Self-Charging
 Integrated GPS unit
 External 12 V battery cable
 Antenna
Optional Equipment
 240 watt-hour NiMH battery
 MS-1 Fast Battery Charger
1.2 Multisource Operation

Power Options
1) To power your MS-1 Transceiver, attach to either a 12V power source using the adapter
cable, or the optional NiMH battery via the port on the side of the unit.
2) Turn the unit(s) on by toggling the power switch on the front panel of the MS-1 Transceiver.
The flashing blue LED indicates the Status of the unit using blink codes, configured as
follows:
 Standby— [one blink] MS-1 Transceiver is powered on and is awaiting commands from the
user.
 Active— [two blinks] MS-1 Transceiver is currently acquiring data. (Note: A Standby blink
code will still be given on units that are queued for data acquisition. The Active blink code is
only given when a unit is actually acquiring data).
 Low Battery— [three blinks] MS-1 Transceiver battery is almost discharged. Replace with a
freshly charged battery at the next available opportunity.
 Battery Discharged— [four blinks] MS-1 Transceiver battery is fully discharged and can no
longer acquire the data. Replace with a fully charged battery.
Over Temperature— [five blinks] MS-1 Transceiver’s temperature has exceeded its
maximum operating temperature (75° C), and will not accept any new run commands until it
has cooled.
1.3 Communications

To communicate with the transceiver, connect your MultiSource interface to your PC or laptop,
and open the Multisource software.

Connect the Antenna to the MS-1 Transceiver
1.4 Connectors and Hardware
 MS-1 Transceiver
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The MS-1 Transceiver has five banana plug sockets on the front panel and one connector for the
antenna. The yellow, blue, and green banana plug sockets are labeled Electrodes 1, 2 and 3
respectively. The black and red banana plug sockets are labeled Link A and B. Links A and B are
utilized when linking multiple transceivers together. Linking transceivers together allows the
transmitter current or received voltage to be routed from one unit to the electrodes connected to
another unit.
The MS-1 Transceiver has a collar labeled
Antenna. Attach the antenna (included in
order to link up with the communications
module.
On the right panel of the unit, there is an 8pin socket power connector. Connect either
the proprietary 240 watt-hour NiMH battery
or the 12V power source adapter cable.
 MS-1 Interface
The MS-1 Interface is the device through
which your pc or laptop will communicate
wirelessly with your MS-1 Transceiver(s).

Figure 1.3. MS-1 Transceiver

 MS-1 Fast Battery Charger
The MS-1 Fast Battery Charger is capable of charging up to three MultiSource batteries
simultaneously. For your safety, do not attempt to charge batteries using any other device.

Section 2 – System Safety and Warnings
2.1 Shock and Electrocution Hazards
The MS-1 Transceiver unit is capable of producing current flows of up to 2.5 amperes, and under
certain circumstances, electric shocks from this unit can be lethal. Under normal operating conditions,
the instrument case and proprietary batteries are electrically isolated. However, if the system is
damaged or if water is present inside the equipment cases, then the high voltage isolation may
become compromised.
All operators should have sufficient training to understand the dangers created by the high output
voltage/current of the systems, and take all necessary precautions to avoid accidental electric shock.
Precautions should include:
1) Never operate the system if there is any evidence that it has been damaged or if water
or other liquids may have leaked into the equipment case,
2) Inspect electrodes and do not use connectors that show signs of physical damage or
excessive weathering,
4) Never handle electrodes or connectors while the system is operating,
5) Electrode locations should be clearly marked with appropriate warning signs,
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6) Operators should maintain a clear line of sight of the electrodes, and should
discontinue operation if personnel or bystanders approach the electrodes.
7) Always work as though the system is operating at maximum voltage. Even if the
operator has chosen a lower Target Voltage, there are a number of circumstances that can
cause the system to operate at a higher voltage.
2.2 Batteries

When using an external battery as power source (i.e. 12V marine battery), please remember that:
1) Hydrogen gas may be produced by lead-acid batteries, and may explode if ignited. Use
adequate ventilation; avoid open flames, sparks, or other sources of ignition;
2) Contact with combustibles and organic materials may cause fire and explosion;
3) Do not allow metallic materials to simultaneously contact both terminals;
4) Turn the system power off prior to connecting or disconnecting the battery terminals;
5) Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for the battery charger; do not overcharge the
battery;
6) Only use external batteries which are specified by the manufacturer to have a
continuous discharge rate of at least 25 amperes;
7) Wear ANSI Z87.1 approved safety glasses when connecting the battery charger to the
battery; and
8) The battery should be kept in a non-conductive carrying case designed to hold the size
and type of battery in order to reduce the chance of accidentally short circuiting the
output terminals.


The 240 watt-hour NiMH battery batteries. Use the MS-1 Fast Battery Charger for charging the
240 watt-hour NiMH any other device may damage or cause overheating and cell rupture.

2.3 Physical Hazards


Lifting
When moving the MS-1 Transceiver do not attempt to carry more than two units at a time. The
units may be carried using the handle. In terrain that may be slippery, restricted or uneven, it is
recommended that you carry one unit at a time.
The MS-1 System Case can hold up to three MS-1 Transceiver units. A full case can weigh over
60 lbs. It is recommended that two people carry a full case.
Always use caution when lifting/carrying the instrument(s); use proper lifting techniques:
 Lift close to your body
 Feet placed shoulder width apart
 Bend your knees and keep your back straight
 Lift with your legs (never with your back)
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Trips and Falls
 If possible, run wires so they do not stretch across walkways or paths and create a
tripping hazard.
 Mark all wires and electrodes for easy visibility.
 Position instruments and equipment so they are out of pedestrian routes.
 Always ensure that you are aware of your footing/surroundings when carrying
equipment.

Section 3 – Software
3.1 Introduction
The Multisource Wireless software allows the user to communicate with the MS-1 Transceiver, set up
grids and arrays, build schedules, and collect FDIP, TDIP and Stream data. Section 3 contains the
listing of the windows and commands (buttons) available in various menus.
3.2 Main System Menu
The Main System Menu as shown in Figure 3.2 contains the Navigation Panel and the Open Project
File panel.
3.2.1

Open Project File
This allows the user to open a current project on the C: drive by Project File Name (*.cnfg), Data
File (*.wdat) or Text File (*.txt). It also allows the user to find a project file All Files (*.*).

3.2.2

Data Directory
Creates a directory for the project that has been created.

3.2.3

Save Project Files
Saves the current project file. This will save your current communications configuration, the
schedule you are currently using, and your array configuration.

3.2.4

Project File Operations

3.2.4.1 Overwrite File?
When this option is selected, the user is unable to overwrite any project file name and must save
the current project file name under a different name.
3.2.4.2 Create Data Folder
When this option is selected, a data folder will be created in the folder to store data. This option
is used the Store-By-Date option below to store data in separated folders for each day of data
collection.
3.2.4.3 Store By Date
When this option is selected, data runs will be consolidated into folders by the date. Individual
data files will be named according to date and time unless otherwise specified.
3.2.4.4 Append Run Type
This option adds the run type: TDIP_, FDIP_, DS_ to the data file root.
3.2.4.5 Read Comm Settings?
Reads the current communication settings including the serial port from the file. Turn this option
off to retain the current settings.
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Figure 3.2. Main System Window
3.3 Communication Settings
3.3.1 Comm Settings Window (Figure Below)
3.3.2 Com Port Number
Check to ensure that all multisource units are on. Determine the appropriate port by selecting
from the Dialog Caption window. The Dialog Caption window will appear by clicking on the
text field located next to the Comm Port Number. The port number can be any valid, unused
port number from 1 to 255.
3.3.3 Com Baud Rate
This shows the current Baud Rate for a serial port (57600).
3.3.4 Com Parity
This options defaults to N.
3.3.5 Com Stop Bits
This option defaults to 1.
3.3.6 Com Pole Delay
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The Com Pole Delay is the interval in milliseconds (ms) at which the system checks the serial
port for incoming data. Generally 1 ms is adequate. However some systems or serial port adapters
will lock up if they are polled too many times per second.
3.3.7 Comm Timeout
This is the length of time in milliseconds that the personal computer waits for a response from the
multisource units to the MS-1 USB interface. 1500 milliseconds are usually sufficient; however,
occasionally longer times may be needed. Going to shorter times will likely cause the system to
timeout during communications.
3.3.8 Handshaking
Checking this box turns on the hardware handshaking.
3.3.9 Update System Comm Settings
Saves all communication settings changes on the current form.
3.3.10 Cancel Changes
Does not save any changes on the current form.
3.3.11 Query Radio TX Power
This tests the power level of the transmitter radio.
The values are set from 0 to 4 with 0 being the lowest power and 4 being the highest. Warning, if
the multisource units are too close to each other and the power level is set at 4, the units will fail
to communicate.
3.3.12 Set Radio Tx Power
This will set the radio transmitter power to the value placed in the text field labeled New.
3.4 Initialize Local Board Menu
3.4.1 Initialize Interface
This initializes the communication port connection.
3.4.2 Test Interface
This tests the communication port connection.
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Figure 3.3.1. Comm Settings Window
3.5 Unit Tests Window (Figure Below)
3.5.1 Unit
Clicking on the corresponding text field opens a Dialog Caption window, and allows the user to
view all multisource units on the system. Select the desired unit for testing, then click OK.
3.5.2 Serial#
The radio serial number is displayed when the user selects the desired unit for testing.
3.5.3 Unit ID String
The unit ID string is a user settable string to identify a unit. The default is Unit_** where ** is
the unit number.
3.5.4 Test All
This will test all of the functions (i.e. Radio, TX Power, GPS and Contact Resistance) of the
selected multisource unit.
3.5.5 Next Unit and Previous Unit
These options allow the user to scan through all of the available multisource units.
3.5.6 Test Radio
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This will test the communication between the selected multisource unit and the MS-1 USB
interface. The test will display the Average dB, Max dB, Com Time and #Trials. The #Trials
displays the number of times the MS-1 interface attempted to communicate with the multisource
unit. The maximum number is 5. The radio test will fail after five attempts. Note that the Average
dB and Max dB values are the estimated value of negative received signal power at the remote
radio therefore smaller is better.
3.5.7 Query Radio TX Power
This shows the current power setting of the transmitter.
3.5.8 Set Radio Tx Power
This sets the power of the radio transmitter to the value placed in the New text field.
Note: Some countries may restrict the power setting to a lower level. Check with your local
country’s radio transmitter power regulations.
3.5.9 Test GPS Lock
This tests the multisource GPS and displays the results in the Status text field.
3.5.10 Check Contact Resistance
This tests the contact resistance for each of the three electrodes connected to the multisource unit.
A test failed indicates a communication issue with the unit or improper unit type (Magnetic field
sensor units cannot make resistance checks)
3.5.11 Show Raw GGA
This will display the communication of the multisource unit and the MS-1 USB interface in the
large text field. The #Repeats text field shows the number of attempts of the MS-1 USB interface
to connect to the multisource unit.
3.5.12 Reset GPS
Clears the current Longitude and latitude in the GPS and causes it to recalculate its position.
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Figure 3.5. Unit Tests Window

3.6 Unit Status Window (Figure Below)
3.6.1

3.6.2
3.6.3
3.6.4
3.6.5
3.6.6

Scan Units
The Scan Units button checks the status of all of the units except those configured with the
“Skip” option set. After a unit scan the window will display the various types of information as
discussed below.
Reset Lat and Long
Resets the latitude and longitude of each multisource unit.
Reset Time
Causes the multisource units to recalculate the time using the GPS unit.
Reboot Units
Restarts the multisource units.
Show Map
This opens the Plot Locations window and shows current locations of those units whose GPS
modules are locked. This window assists in organizing and renumbering data.
Write Electrodes
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A Save As window will open. Use this to save the electrode locations into a text file (*.elec).

Figure 3.6. Unit Status Window
3.7 Display Menu
The options in the Display menu, when checked, will provide information in the large text field in the
Units Menu.
 UnitNumber
 Serial Number
 ID String
 Status
 TimeSynch
 Com. Time
 # Satellites
 Lat. Long. Elev.
 GPS X,Y,Z
 Assigned X,Y,Z
 Rx Temperature
 Tx Temperature
 V Battery
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3.7.1

Radio DB
Radio Power

Check Resistance
This will check the contact resistances of all of the selected multisource units.

3.8 Configure Units Window (Figure Below)
3.9 Unit Menu
The text field located beneath Unit will display the number of the multisource units to be
configured.
3.9.1 Skip
The Skip option should be selected for any units that are not currently in use in the array.
3.9.2 Previous Unit
Selects the previous unit for configuration.
3.9.3 Next Unit
Selects the next unit for configuration.
3.9.4 Save and Increment Unit
Saves the current settings for that multisource unit, and displays the information of the next
multisource unit.
3.9.5 Save Changes
Saves any changes you’ve made to the current multisource unit configuration.
3.9.6 Cancel Changes
Cancels any changes you’ve made to unit configurations
3.9.7 Delete Unit
Completely removes the configuration and information about a given unit.
If the
command/configuration file is saved after applying this button, the unit will no longer appear in
the command file.
3.9.8 Clone Unit
This command brings up an additional menu to add the configuration for a new unit by copying
most of the parameters of from an existing unit. To add the unit will require knowing the serial
number of the new unit.
3.9.9 Set All Coords
Set the electrode angles and lengths for all the other units to the same as the currently selected
unit.
3.9.10 Allow Serial Number Edits
Prevents or allows changing the expected serial number of the RF module. Serial numbers are
built into the RF modules; only alter the serial number if the radio module has been replaced! Be
extremely careful not to duplicate the serial number. Note that altering the RF serial number of
a unit should be done with extreme caution.
3.9.11 Magnetic Receiver Unit
Tells the system that the given unit is a magnetic field receiver and not a standard transceiver.
3.9.12 Unit Coords (Zone, N, E, Elev.) Displays the current UTM coordinates.
3.10
Electrodes Menu
The electrodes menu has separate columns for each of the three electrodes
3.10.1 Line #
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Set the line number for an electrode. This needs to agree with the schedule file. The default line
number is equal to the unit number. Note: Unit numbers are fixed but line numbers can be set
by the user and are read from the schedule section of the file and reported in the data file.
The line/electrode combination must be unique.
3.10.2 Elec. ID #
This is part of the unique identifier for system electrodes. The default is for the electrodes to be
number 1, 2, and 3 and the Line number to be equal to the unit number.
3.10.3 UTM Zone
Local UTM Zone for the electrode
3.10.4 Northing
Coordinate northing for the electrode
3.10.5 Easting
Coordinate easting for the electrode
3.10.6 Elevation
Coordinate elevation for the electrode
3.10.7 Distance
Distance from the electrode to the Unit. This is used to estimate the electrode locations
3.10.8 Horiz Ang
Angle from north between the electrode and the unit
3.10.9 Vert Ang
Vertical angle between the electrode and the unit. For most surveys this is zero.
3.10.10 Skip?
Skip this electrode
3.10.11 Which?
Used for linking between systems. This can be set to Link A, Link B or none
3.10.12 Link To: Unit number to which an electrode is linked. Using a wire line, units can share access to
an electrode.
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Figure 3.8. Configure Units Window
3.11
3.12

3.12.1
3.12.2
3.12.3
3.12.4
3.12.5
3.12.6
3.12.7
3.12.8

Coordinate System Window (Figure Below)
Coordinate System
System coordinates are done in UTM coordinates or shifted UTM coordinates. The current
UTM coordinate system is derived directly from the GPS modules on the transceivers. The user
can choose to create a local coordinate system by shifting and rotating the UTM coordinates.
Auto Find UTM Zone
Tells the system to automatically determine the optimal UTM zone.
UTM Zone
Current UTM Zone
Force UTM Zone
This command forces all of the units and electrodes to use the same UTM zone. This is used for
large-scale surveys that lie directly on a UTM boundary.
UTM Northing Shift
Number subtracted from the UTM Northing to create a local coordinate.
UTM Easting Shift
Number subtracted from the UTM Easting to create a local coordinate.
Elevation Shift
Number subtracted from the geoid elevation
Rotation Angle
Compass angle in degrees to rotate the local coordinate system from UTM coordinates.
Update Coordinates
Multi-Phase Technologies, LLC Sparks Nevada USA
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Applies the revised Easting and Northing shift values and/or forced UTM Zone to all units.

Figure 3.11. Coordinate System Window
3.13
3.13.1
3.13.2
3.13.3

3.13.4
3.13.5

Plot Locations Window
Use the Plot Locations Window with Google Earth or Google Earth Pro to help design surveys.
Import Lines
Allows user to import a (*.kml) file containing one or more lines from programs like Google
Earth which can then be co-plotted with the current unit locations.
Clear Lines
This will remove all lines from memory that have been previously added to an imported *.kml
file.
Import Points
Import individual points (i.e. proposed locations of the electrodes and units) from a .kml file to
plot. For import/export of the unit locations the pushpin name should start with a ASCII “U”
character and an electrode with an ASCII “E” character.
Clear Points
This will clear all points from memory that have been previously added to an imported *.kml file.
Rename Points
Rename the points that have been imported into the Plot Locations field.
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3.13.6 Skip Unknown Types
This will skip any unknown points imported from the kml file.
3.13.7 Force Point Type
This will force an unknown point imported from the *.kml file to the type listed in the Default
Point Type.
3.13.8 Default Point Type
This will either be U (unit) or E (electrode).
3.13.9 Export GPS
This option will export a *.kml file containing the GPS information about your units’ locations.
This file can be loaded into programs like Google Earth™.
3.13.10 Export Grid
This button will export your current grid layout as a *.kml file. This file can be loaded into
programs like Google Earth™.
3.13.11 Export Units
This will export the location of the units in *.kml or *.gpx format.
3.13.12 Export Current
This will export the current GPS coordinates of the shifted (modified) GPS coorsdinates.
3.13.13 Show Elecs
Shows the electrode locations on your grid.
3.13.14 Plot GPS
Plots the current GPS information stored in your project file.
3.13.15 Plot Lines
Shows the configuration of any lines you’ve created and plots their location on the map.
3.13.16 Plot Grid
This will allow the user to view the lines when pressing the Plot Selected button.
3.13.17 Export Mags
This will be selected if using MPT’s magnetometer system.
3.13.18 Show Units
This displays the location of the units in the plots field.
3.13.19 Plot Current
Plots either GPS coordinates or alternative GPS coordinates that are in the opened project file.
3.13.20 Plot Points
Plots the points imported from a .kml file
3.13.21 Show True N
The plot will be oriented with north up. Choosing the option of Show True N will place an arrow
in the upper left corner of the map.
3.13.22 Renumber!
Renumbers the electrodes in order of the way they appear on the map.
3.13.23 Plot Selected
Updates the map according to the Grid/ReNumber Units window’s current parameters
3.13.24 Set All Units As Active
Allows the user to establish communication with the multisource units.
3.13.25 Match Elect. To Grid
Based on the information you’ve provided and the GPS information, the program will place the
electrodes as close to a point on the grid as possible.
3.13.26 Status
The status of the plot is shown in the lower right hand corner text field.
3.14
Grid/ReNumber Units Menu
3.14.1 # Lines
Multi-Phase Technologies, LLC Sparks Nevada USA
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This number represents the amount of electrode lines in the grid you design. A value of 1 will
create a single line of electrodes.
3.14.2 Grid Line Spacing
This value represents the distance, in meters, that your electrode lines are spaced at. A value of 0
will place your electrode lines on top of one another.
3.14.3 Flip Lines
This box reverses the layout of lines on your grid. For example, if line 1 is the line located
furthest North and line 2 is located furthest South, then checking this box will place line 2 furthest
North and line 1 furthest South.
3.14.4 #Cross Lines
Units are numbered according to rows instead of lines. This is useful for numbering units when
designing a Walsh Array.
3.14.5 # Rows
A row is essentially the number of transceivers in an electrode line. Adding more rows will make
your electrode lines longer. The middle electrode (where your transceiver is) in each group of 3 is
marked on the map by a small square.
3.14.6 Electrode Spacing
This value is the distance in meters between each electrode on your grid.
3.14.7 Flip Rows
Checking this box will reverse the number assignments to the electrodes by row. For example,
checking this box will make the first electrode in each line become the last electrode in each line
3.14.8 Linear Num.
Causes all of the electrodes to be numbered sequentially instead of being numbered determinant
to their sets.
3.14.9 Start #
This number indicates which unit the survey will begin with. This is useful if multiple surveys are
going to be combined. For example, if we have fewer than 16 units, we may want to carry out
one survey with Units 1 to 8, then Units 5 through 12 for the second survey.
3.14.10 Angle
This value is the angle from North that your electrode lines are set. A value of 0 means that your
electrode lines are aligned with North.
3.14.11 Skip
Type in the Unit # of any transceivers (separated by spaces) you do not want to include in the
schedule.
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Figure 3.13. Plot Locations Window
3.15
Schedule Builder Window (Figure Below)
3.15.1 Build Walsh Arrays
Builds a Walsh Array Schedule based on the configuration information you’ve entered in the
Grid/ReNumber Units area. The Walsh Array is the “true” Multi-Source approach, wherein a
single receiver is transmitted to by multiple current sources simultaneously. The transmitting
poles are then switched in a series consistent with the Walsh Function.
3.15.2 Build Linear Arrays
Builds a Linear Array Schedule based on the configuration information you’ve entered in the
Grid/ReNumber Units area. Creates a simple, standard ERT-style array pattern that uses single
transmitters. The schedule will include all of the feasible dipoles for isolated units.
3.16
Grid/ReNumber Units Menu
3.16.1 # Lines
This number represents the amount of electrode lines in the grid you design. A value of 1 will
create a single line of electrodes.
3.16.2 Grid Line Spacing
This value represents the distance, in meters, that your electrode lines are spaced at. A value of 0
will place your electrode lines on top of one another.
3.16.3 Flip Lines
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This box reverses the layout of lines on your grid. For example, if line 1 is the line located
furthest North and line 2 is located furthest South, then checking this box will place line 2 furthest
North and line 1 furthest South.
3.16.4 # Rows
A row is a group of 3 electrodes in the lines shown perpendicular to the line. Adding more rows
will make your electrode lines longer.
3.16.5 Electrode Spacing
This value is the distance in meters between each electrode on your grid.
3.16.6 Flip Rows
Checking this box will reverse the number assignments to the electrodes by row. For example,
checking this box will make the first electrode in each line become the last electrode in each line.
3.16.7 Start #
This number indicates which unit the survey will begin with. This is useful if multiple surveys are
going to be combined. For example, if we have fewer than 16 units, we may want to carry out
one survey with Units 1 to 8, then Units 5 through 12 for the second survey.
3.16.8 Angle
This value is the angle from North that your electrode lines are set. A value of 0 means that your
electrode lines are aligned with North.
3.16.9 Number Across Lines
3.16.10 Tx Opts
Adds a block of data, in addition to the normal schedule, which includes all of the transmitting
electrode pairs within the schedule file. These data are stored in the .wAlt files.
3.16.11 Row Multiplier
3.16.12 Use Fast TX Optimization
Causes system to use a multi-source approach by transmitting on about half of the units
simultaneously.
3.16.13 Skip List
Type in the Unit # of any transceivers (separated by spaces) you do not want to include in the
schedule.
3.16.14 Status
The status box lists information and errors.
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Figure 3.15. Schedule Builder Window

3.17
Data Stream Configuration Window (Figure Below)
3.18
DS Configuration Menu
3.18.1 Base Frequency—Clicking the value listed next to this option opens a Dialog Caption window.
Select the desired frequency from the window and click OK.
3.18.2 Current—Enter the value (in mA) for the desired current output. The units are not capable of
producing over 2500mA. Note: Higher current outputs will discharge the unit’s batteries more
quickly.
3.18.3 Number Waves
The number of waveforms the multisource unit is to generate.
3.18.4 Windows Per Wave
The number of readings per waveform. The Number Waves x Windows per Wave cannot exceed
120.
3.18.5 Time Per Measurement
Displays the time each measurement within your data schedule will take (displayed in seconds).
Note: Changes in the frequency, Number Waves, and Windows Per Wave values will impact the
time per measurement significantly.
3.18.6 Separate Gainset and Data Runs
With this setting the system carries data run to collect a gain value then schedules a data
collection using that gain value. This option is not recommended for most data runs!
3.18.7 Measure SP
Select this option to include Self Potential measurements in the data run
Multi-Phase Technologies, LLC Sparks Nevada USA
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3.18.8 Build Amp N Phase
Changes data output from resistivity
3.18.9 Ignore Tx Control Limits
When this is turned off, the system will register an error if the transmitter current is out of range.
Generally this is turned on as data will not be collected for dipoles where the contact resistance is
too high for the transmitter to provide an accurate current flow.
3.18.10 Use FDIP Waveform.
The FDIP waveform has no off time. The standard waveform has a 50% off time.
3.18.11 50 Hz
Select this option to enable 50Hz noise rejection.
3.18.12 Don’t Synchronize With TX
Data collection happens independently of Transmitter timing.
3.19
Files Menu
3.19.1 Data File Root
Type any name for your data run in here.
3.19.2 Info

Figure 3.17. Data Stream Config Window
3.20

Frequency Domain IP Configuration Window (Figure Below)
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3.21
FDIP Configuration Menu
3.21.1 Base Frequency
Clicking the value listed next to this option opens a Dialog Caption window. Select the desired
frequency from the window and click OK.
3.21.2 Current
Enter the value (in mA) for the desired current output. The units are not capable of producing
over 2500mA. Note: Higher current outputs will discharge the unit’s batteries more quickly.
3.21.3 Stacks
The number of readings averaged together.
3.21.4 Time Per Measurement
Displays the time each measurement within your data schedule will take (displayed in seconds).
3.21.5 Separate Gain set and Data Runs
With this setting the system carries data run to collect a gain value then schedules a data
collection using that gain value. This option is not recommended for most data runs!
3.21.6 Show Amplitude and Phase
Changes data output from resistivity.
3.21.7 Low Frequency Coefficient Table
The system contains two sets of Filter coeficients for collecting and processing. The “High
Frequency” set can actually be used for any frequency but requires more waveform cycles than
the low-frequency set and has poorer powerline rejection. The low frequency set is generally
used for frequencies below 5 Hz and the high frequency set must be used for any frequency above
5 Hz.
3.21.8 Measure SP
Select this option to include Self Potential measurements in the data run
3.21.9 Optimize Current
Adjusts current flow after a dipole has been used in data collection to make it more precise for the
next time it is used.
3.21.10 50 Hz
Select this option to enable 50Hz noise rejection.
3.21.11 Normalize By Current
Adds a column to data output including Voltage over Average Current.
3.21.12 Ignore Tx Control Limits
Allows minor data collection errors to be ignored.
3.21.13 Show Apparent Resistivity
Displays Apparent Resistivity in your data file instead of amplitude. This is the measured
resistance multiplied by a geomagnetic constant, and is not an explicit measurement.
3.21.14 High Noise (Push Range)
Use this setting in noisy environments, but it will greatly increase the run time.
3.21.15 UPDATE
Updates any changes you have made to the FDIP configuration
3.21.16 Add Batch
Adds current configuration to a batch file that can run several frequencies.
3.22
Files Menu
3.22.1 Data File Root
Type in your desired Data File Name Root
3.22.2 Info
Displays the information written in the configuration file.
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Figure 3.20. Frequency Domain IP Config Window
3.23
3.24

Time Domain IP Configuration Window (Figure Below)
TDIP Configuration Menu
Base Frequency-- Clicking the value listed next to this option opens a Dialog Caption window.
Select the desired frequency from the window and click OK.
3.24.1 Current
Enter the value (in mA) for the desired current output. The units are not capable of producing
over 2500mA. Note: Higher current outputs will discharge the unit’s batteries more quickly.
3.24.2 Window Class
For TDIP the user may select from one of six pre-defined window patterns or create a custom
pattern. Table 3.24.2.1 shows the window lengths (in milliseconds) for the lowest base frequency
1/64th Hz and with the Scale Factor = 0 for the various window types. The maximum number of
windows is 16 and varies with the base frequency and scale factor.
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1-60 Hz
Linear
Res Delay (Res Long->false)
260
Res Window (Res Long->false)
16.67
Res Delay (Res Long-> true)
10
Res Window (Res Long->true)
266.67
IP Delay
10
IP Window-1
16.67
IP Window-2
16.67
IP Window-3
16.67
IP Window-4
16.67
IP Window-5
16.67
IP Window-6
16.67
IP Window-7
16.67
IP Window-8
16.67
IP Window-9
16.67
IP Window-10
16.67
IP Window-11
16.67
IP Window-12
16.67
IP Window-13
16.67
IP Window-14
16.67
IP Window-15
16.67
IP Window-16
16.67
Table 3.24.2.1—Window Lengths
Window Class

2-50 Hz 3-Low F.
Linear
Linear
310
1550
20
100
10
50
320
1600
10
50
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100
20
100

4-60 Hz
Log
10143
3883
10
14016
10
17
33
50
83
133
217
350
567
917
1483
2400
3883

5-50 Hz 6-Low F.
Log
Log
12170
14450
4660
5000
10
50
16820
19400
10
50
20
100
40
200
60
300
100
500
160
800
260
1000
420
1500
680
2000
1100
3000
1780
5000
2880
4660

3.24.3 Scale
The scale factor can be used to increase the length of the IP Delays and Windows for any of the
window classes, including the custom window class. The length of the window/delay is
multiplied by 2^Scale. For example, for Scale = 3, the 60 Hz IP Delay would be 80 milliseconds.
3.24.4 # Windows
The system will collect data for the maximum number of windows possible for a given Frequency
and Window Class. The higher the Frequency or larger the Scale, the fewer windows collected.
Typically the Scale is set to 2 or 3 and only one or two windows collected.
3.24.5 Stacks
The number of readings averaged together.
3.24.6 Time Per Measurement
Displays the time each measurement within your data schedule will take (displayed in seconds).
3.24.7 Measure SP
Select this option to include Self Potential measurements in the data run.
3.24.8 Optimize Current
Adjusts current flow after a dipole has been used in data collection to make it more precise for the
next time it is used.
3.24.9 50 Hz
Select this option for 50 Hz noise rejection.
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3.24.10 Normalize By Current
When selected, the system will calculate Voltage / Average Current.
3.24.11 Resistivity Only
When selected the system uses a full-duty-cycle waveform and does not collect IP data.
3.24.12 Show Chargeability
When selected this tells the system to report Chargeability = (IP Voltage)/ (Resistivity Voltage)
3.24.13 Separate Gainset and Data Runs
With this setting the system carries data run to collect a gain value then schedules a data
collection using that gain value. This option is not recommended for most data runs!
3.24.14 Res Window Type -> Long
Controls how the resistivity data are collected based on the IP delay and windows. In the default
setting, Res Window Type-> Long = false (box not checked) the resistivity window is the same
length as the last IP window and the delay is the IP delay plus the lengths of all the IP windows
before the last window. In other words the Resistivity Measurement window is the same as the
last IP window. When Res Window Type-> Long = true (box checked) the resistivity delay is the
same as the IP delay and the length of the window is equal to the sum of all the IP windows.
This provides a longer signal averaging time but the resistivity is more strongly effected by
electromagnetic coupling. This setting has no effect if there is only a single IP window.
3.24.15 Ignore Tx Control Limits
When this is turned off, the system will register an error if the transmitter current is out of range.
Generally this is turned on as data will not be collected for dipoles where the contact resistance is
too high for the transmitter to provide an accurate current flow.
3.24.16 Show Apparent Resistivity
Calculate the apparent resistivity value
3.24.17 UPDATE
Updates any changes you’ve made to the TDIP configuration.
3.24.18 Add Batch
This is a new option in this version of the code. It allows the user to run different schedule files,
data types, or frequencies within the same data run. Normally this is used to collect spectral IP
data. Note that all of the data are written to the same files with headers indicated the run type and
system parameters for each data block.
3.25
Files Menu
3.25.1 Data File Root The data filename is built using this root value plus the time and date and run
type (if the “append run type” option is selected on the main menu) Note that the Data File Root
should not have spaces, tabs, or other special characters other than the underline (_).
3.25.2 Project
Project title added to the top of the data file.
3.25.3 Info
One or more lines of information included at the top of the data file.
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Figure 3.23. Time Domain IP Config Window

3.26
Run Project Window (Figure Below)
3.26.1 Start Run
Begins collecting data according to your FDIP, TDIP, or Dstream configurations. Note: Types of
data runs are color coded (Pink for FDIP; Teal for Dstream; Purple for TDIP); the background
color of this window indicates which is currently selected. Starting the run will prompt you to
name your data folder/file. Also, note that the system will check the status of the units prior to
the start of the data run. To be included in a data run, all the units (excluding those marked as
SKIP) must be able to communicate reliably and have a current GPS lock.
3.26.2 Pause Run/ Continue Run
Suspends current data collection run. Note that the system will continue collecting any scheduled
data but no new data will be scheduled and no completed data will be downloaded until the run is
resumed. While data is suspended the user can check Unit Status and use the System Test
Window to query the data but the configuration cannot be changed.
3.26.3 Stop Run
Immediately stops current data collection run.
3.26.4 Skip Units That Test Inactive
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Select this to automatically exclude any unit that tests inactive
3.26.5 Mark Inactive Units As SKIP
When this option is selected, the data run will continue even if some units do not respond.
However no data will be collected from those units.
3.26.6 Route All Magnetic Units
Tells the system to include any magnetic field sensors in the data sequence. Magnetic field
sensors do not have a specific schedule file, data are collected for each receiver for every
transmitter configuration within the schedule file.
3.26.7 Route Dipoles
Checks that the lines in the schedule file have valid data routes.
3.26.8 Est. Run Time
Provides an estimated time to complete current data run.
3.26.9 Command Delay
Sets the minimum time between readings.
3.26.10 FDIP (Frequency Domain IP)
When running a data collection project, one of three options are available to the user. This option
will allow data collection using FDIP.
3.26.11 DStream (Data Stream)
This option will allow data collection using data stream.
3.26.12 TDIP (Time Domain IP)
This option will allow data collection using TDIP.
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Figure 3.26. Run Project Window
Note: that when selecting one of the three options, the window will change color, FDIP = pink, Dstream =
green and TDIP = lilac.
3.27

3.27.1
3.27.2
3.27.3
3.27.4

Status Log Window
In the upper left hand corner, the Status Log Window shows the status of the program. Figure
3.27 shows that the current configuration file has been read correctly. Additional status includes:
Error Initializing Units indicating a possible communication problem with the MultiSource MS-1
Transceiver, Shutting Down indicating that the data run is complete or user termination of the
data run, Job Complete indicating that the data run is complete.
Show Run Log
This option will display the current status of the data collection run.
Show Errors
This will display an errors that are occurring during the data collection run.
Show Data
This will display the data as it is collected during the data run.
Communications Log
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This will display the communication occurring between the Multisource MS-1 Transceiver and
the communication module.
3.27.5 Verbose Logs
This will show additional information such as missing Multisource MS-1 Transceivers.

Figure 3.27. Status Log Data Run Window
3.28
3.28.1
3.28.2
3.28.3
3.28.4
3.28.5
3.28.6
3.28.7

System Tests Window
This window is used for low-level system testing. The user can start a sample data run on a given
unit by selecting the appropriate transmitter, receiver, and link connections on the form.
Transceiver
Clicking on the corresponding text field opens a Dialog Caption window, and allows the user to
view all multisource units on the system. Select the desired unit for testing then click OK.
Text Window below Transceiver
This displays the selected Transceiver’s serial number.
Send Query
Sends a query directly to the radio module
Set Value -->
Can be used to set values of the radio module
Reset Power
Can reset the transmit power of the remote radio module
Data Stream Config.
Brings up the Data Stream Configuration Window
FDIP Config.
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Brings up the FDIP configuration Window
3.28.8 TDIP Config.
Brings up the TDIP configuration window
3.28.9 Open Comm Port
Toggles the serial communications port open and closed
3.28.10 Current Time
Give the current universal time in seconds after midnight
3.28.11 Initiate Discovery
This instructs the radio modules to send a response including their serial numbers.
3.28.12 Toggle Power
Can be used to remotely cycle the power on a transceiver
3.28.13 Type of Run
Select the type of run desired for system tests.
These are used to set the connections for the internal multiplexer on a Transceiver
3.28.14 Link A
Link A can be off, or used as a bypass for Electrodes 1,2, or 3
3.28.15 Link B
Link B can be off, or used as a bypass for Electrodes 1,2, or 3
3.28.16 Rx-1 Electrode
This is the electrode connection for the Channel 1 receiver.
3.28.17 Rx-2 Electrode
This is the electrode connection for the Channe21 receiver.
3.28.18 Ground Electrode
This is the common electrode for the transmitter or receiver
3.28.19 Tx Electrode
This the electrode for the transmitter. To transmit current, both this option and the ground
electrode option must each be set to a unique electrode number.
3.28.20 Monitor
Allows the system to monitor outgoing command and any responses from the units.
3.29
Build and Send Commands
This builds a data or transmit command and sends it to the selected transceiver. This is used for
testing and debugging.
3.29.1 Days
Sets the time to run a command in intervals of Days.
3.29.2 Second
Sets the time to run a command in intervals of Seconds
3.29.3 LagT
Sets the time between command runs.
3.29.4 Sequence#
Each command must have a unique sequence number
3.29.5 Gains
Set the remote gains, valid values are 1 to 8.
3.29.6 Do Gain
Starts a gain set run
3.29.7 Run Now
Tells the system to run a command immediately regardless of te time
3.29.8 Convert to uCase
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Commands must be upper case, setting this parameters causes lower case values to be converted
automatically
3.29.9 Use Frames
Frames are the standard communication method with the radios.
3.29.10 Show Frame
Shows the actual full frame used in the command instead of the command itself
3.29.11 Check Mux Config.
Determines if the switch setting is valid
3.29.12 Text Field Window
3.29.13 Send Command
Sends a command in the text box below the button
3.29.14 Build and Send Data
Sends command to transceiver based on current FDIP, TDIP, or Dstream configurations
3.29.15 Build Window
Builds a command for the custom TDIP windows.
3.29.16 Build Data
Build a data command but do not send it.
3.29.17 SynchTime
Determine the offset between the computer clock and universal time.
3.29.18 Build a Mux String
Build a string to set the Mux switches in a transceiver
3.30
Retrieve Data
Retrieves one or more data blocks starting with a give sequence number
3.30.1 Sequence#
Sequence number to be retrieved
3.30.2 Subseq.#
Some data require multiple subsequences either when both receivers are active or the data
sequences are too long to send in a single command
3.30.3 #Records
Number of sequences/subsequences to be sent in a single response.
3.31
Monitoring Active
Show any outgoing commands or incoming data
3.31.1 Open Trace File
Open a file for debugging purposes
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Figure 3.26.1. System Test Functions Window
3.32
3.33

Close Form
End Program
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Files Associated With Data Collection
Three types of files are created when acquiring data (.wDat; .wAlt; .wLog). By default, acquired data
is placed into a folder called “Data_” with the date appended to it. Note that the date is in the format
YEARMonthDay. Thus, a series of tests conducted on the 2nd of January, 2015 would be placed in a
folder named “Data_20150102.” All data runs conducted that day will default to the dated folder.
Individual data file names will contain the type of run, the data file root, the date, and the time (24 hr
time). A typical TDIP data file name will be “TDIP_example_20150102_0200.wDat”.
3.34
wDat Files
3.34.1 System Control Section
The data control section contains the project and information, run type, and file folder
information. An example of the System Control Section is give below.
! System Params
#ST ! TDIP
#ITitle ""
#IBCnt 0
#SName
"Nov04_14_MultiSource_f37p5"
#SDirc "C:\Users\Doug\Desktop\Wireless18_16\"
#SYBatch
False !Allow Batch Run (normall set to false!
#SOvClt True !Ignore Tx Out of Control Range
#SBaltf True !Write File With Alt Data
#SLogf True !Write Log File
#S1lvl False !Set Log Level 1
#SKdfld True !Make data folder
#SQbyDt
True !Store by date
#SUadRn
True !Add Run Type
#SWovr True !Over Write Project File
#SXrdCm
True !Read Comm Settings From File
#SMgRte
True !Add Magnetometers as Receivers for All TX
#SHiNse
False !Push autogain set to next higher voltage range
#SWaitT
4
!Set the Minimum Wait Time for the First Command

3.34.2 Data Stream Section
The Data Stream section contains the control parameters specific to the DataStream data runs. An
example is given below
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#DFrequ
#DResOn
#DNbWvs
#DWavWn
#DKpTRg
#DER50hz
#DPmSP
#DBldPnA

3
##
13
5
False
False
False
True

!DS baseFrequency
!Use FDIP Waveform for DS
DS: Number TX 1/2 waves
!DS: Number Windows Per Wave
DS: Skip Trigger
!50 Hz Reject Mode
!DS Measure SP

3.34.3 FDIP Section
The FDIP section contains the control parameters specific to the FDIP data runs. An example is
shown below.
#FFrequ
#FStcks 36
#FER50hz
#FMAprs
#FOptC True
#FUlft False
#FAnPhs
#FDivbyIA
#FGnSepA
#FPmSPTrue

37.5000
!FDIP Base Frequency
!Number_Stacks
False !50 Hz Reject Mode
False !Show apparent Res
!Optimize Current flow
!Use Low Freq Coef
True !Show Amp and Phase
True !Normalize by Average Current
False !Separate Gain and Data Trials
!FDIP Measure SP

3.34.4 TDIP Section
The TDIP section contains the control parameters specific to the TDIP data runs. An example is
shown below
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#TFrequ
#TTypeW
#TZTScl
#TStcks 2
#TNResOnly
#TER50hz
#TMAprs
#TOptC True
#TChrg True
#TDivbyIA
#TGnSepA
#TPmSP
#TRDely
#TLngtR
#TIPDly 10
#TW01 16.667

7.5000 !TDIP Base Frequency
4
!Window_Class
!Time_Scale_Factor
!Number_Stacks
False !Res_Only
False !50 Hz Reject Mode
False !Show apparent Res
!Optimize Current flow
!Show Chargeability
True !Normalize by Average Current
False !Separate Gain and Data Trials
True !TDIP Measure SP
10 !Res_Delay
16.667 !Res_On_Time
!IP_Delay

3.34.5 Transmitter Control Section
The transmitter control section contains parameters to control the current flow and limits on
contact resistance, battery voltage, power, and temperature. An example is given below

#XITrgt 1000
#XLrRes 0.1
#XUpRes
#XBtVmn
#XCurMx
#XPowMx
#XTmpMx

Tx_Current
Min_Contact_Res
100000 Max_Contact_Res
11
Min_Batt_Volts
5000 Maximum_Current
250
Maximum_Power
80
Max_Temperature

3.34.6 Communication Parameters
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A single line command is used to save the Serial Port Number, Baud Rate, Parity, Data
Bits, Start Bit, Stop Bits, and Communication Timeout Time in milliseconds. An
example is given below. Note that baud rate, parity, data, start and stop bits should
remain as give below. Generally, only the serial port number should change.
#ZComset= 14 57600,N,8,1, 1, 1500

3.34.7 ERTLabTM Headers
The ERTLab headers provide locations of the data and electrode columns for ERT lab. They are
not used directly in the system control.
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!Electrodes input format
#elec_no_cable= 1
#elec_cable_col= 1
#elec_id_col= 2
#elec_x_col= 3
#elec_y_col= 4
#elec_z_col= 5
#elec_elev_col= 6
#elec_type_col= -1
!Data input format
#data_id_col= 1
#data_a_cable_col= 2
#data_a_elec_col= 3
#data_b_cable_col= 4
#data_b_elec_col= 5
#data_m_cable_col= 6
#data_m_elec_col= 7
#data_n_cable_col= 8
#data_n_elec_col= 9
#data_res_col= 14
#data_ip_wind_col= 12
#data_i_curr_col= 19
#data_skip_col= -1
#data_std_res_col= 15
#data_std_ip_col= 13
#data_calc_res_col= -1
#data_calc_ip_col= -1
#data_calc_std_res_col= -1
#data_calc_std_ip_col= -1
#data_appres= 1
#data_ip_scale= 1000
!Topography input format
#topo_x_col= 1
#topo_y_col= 2
#topo_z_col= 3

3.34.8 Coordinate System Section
The Coordinate system section includes commands for the coordinate systems used by the system
to display data and to control the GPS module.
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#GShiftAndRotate
False
#GEastingShift 0
#GNorthingShift
0
#GElevationShift
0
#GRotAngle
0
#GAutoSetUTMZone True
#GOverRideUTMZone False
#GUTMAverageZone 11
#GUTMForcedZone
11
#GUseNonGeodCoords False
#GUseCustomCalibrations
True
#GUseDesignCoord
False
#GUseInternalGPSCoord
True
#GUseMeasuredCoord False
#GDisplayList UXTDLZGBCVR
#GGridAngle 0

3.34.9 Unit Configuration Section
The unit configuration section has the information specific to a given unit including the radio
module serial number and unit number and the coordinate locations of the modules and
electrodes. It also has a default transmitter calibration factor and radio module routing
information (if applicable). An example of the control for a single unit is give below.

#UNITID 1 0013A200408BBB84 Unit1-0.9 False False
#UNCRDS 11 4378668.98 262622.54 1341.30 True 39.524888 -119.761657 1341.30
#UnitELCRDS 1 1 1 11 4378640.31 262581.58 341.30 50.00 235.00 0.00 False None 0
#UnitELCRDS 2 1 2 11 4378668.17 262623.11 1341.30 1.00 145.00 0.00 False None 0
#UnitELCRDS 3 1 3 11 4378697.66 262663.50 1341.30 50.00 55.00 0.00 False None 0
#UZTXCL 2.5 2
#URouteLevel 2
#URouteNode1 0013A20040A28E95
#UAdditionRouteNodes

3.34.10 ERTlab Electrode Section
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This section is also used by ERTlab. It uses the internal GPS coordinates, electrode –unit
separations and angle to estimate the locations of the electrodes.

#elec_start
! Cable ID X(m) Y(m) Z(m)
1
1
262581.60
1
2
262623.10
1
3
262663.50
2
1
262581.70
2
2
262623.20
2
3
262663.60
4
1
262580.70
4
2
262622.20
4
3
262662.60
17
1
262653.00
17
2
262653.00
17
3
262653.00
18
13
263839.60
18
13
263839.60
18
13
263839.60
19
13
262626.10
19
13
262626.10
19
13
262626.10
20
33
262617.80
20
33
262618.80
20
33
262617.80
#elec_end

Terr_Elev(m) Elec_Type
4378641.00
0.00 1 1
4378668.00
0.00 1 2
4378698.00
0.00 1 3
4378643.00
0.00 2 1
4378670.00
0.00 2 2
4378700.00
0.00 2 3
4378640.00
0.00 4 1
4378668.00
0.00 4 2
4378697.00
0.00 4 3
4379492.00
0.00 17 1
4379492.00
0.00 17 2
4379492.00
0.00 17 3
4380388.00
0.00 18 1
4380388.00
0.00 18 2
4380388.00
0.00 18 3
4378669.00
0.00 19 1
4378669.00
0.00 19 2
4378669.00
0.00 19 3
4378570.00
0.00 20 1
4378670.00
0.00 20 2
4378770.00
0.00 20 3

3.34.11 Data Section
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The data section uses ERTlab format. The section begins the #data_start tag and ends with a
#data_end tag.

#data_

#data_start
!Data
Std
!Point
milliAmps
1
2
3
0.09195679
4
5
6
0.09195679
#data_end

Line
Cont R
Num
Ohms
1
42.4021
1
42.4021
1
43.9983
1
74.8925
1
74.8925
1
76.8281

Elec

Line

Elec

Line

Elec

Line

Elec

V res

Std res

Volts

Volts

IP Window01
Volts

Std

SP

Volts

mV

Current

Current

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

Num

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

-0.6825237

0.000260506 0.000132447 0.000002642 -778.4

249.9876

0

2

1

1

2

2

2

3

-1.723732

0.000736813 0.000133822 0.000000766 874.5

249.9876

0

1

1

2

2

1

2

3

1.041223

0

2

1

3

2

2

2

1

-1.504215

0.000521011 -0.000016794 0.0000104

2

1

3

2

2

2

3

-1.773706

3

1

2

2

1

2

3

0.2694912

-0.000000537 0.000000646 195.1

milliAmps

250.0096

-

118.7

253.6968

0

0

0.000041344 0.000005179 -610.3

253.6968

0

0

-0.000061419 0.00000078

253.8131

-
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3.35

Alt Files

The log file contains the data collected during the transmitter optimization period. Generally these data
are discarded.
3.36

Log Files

The .log file contains a detailed listing of the communication and errors during a data run. It is intended
only for system diagnosis.
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